
stella 
maravanyika

31 Oct 2002 – Arrived in UK on a 6-month visa.  
Applied for visa extension – no reply for many years.

After years of invisibility without documents followed 
up application with Home Office – application refused.

Passport sent to Zim Embassy which claimed no 
knowledge of passport’s location.

February 2007 – Applied for asylum - refused.

April 2007 – Appeal hearing, York House, Hatton Cross. 
Appeal dismissed by IJ K.F. Walters

July 2007 – SIJ P.R. Lane orders case to be reconsidered

November 2007 – Reconsideration hearing at Field 
House. SIJ Nichols orders rehearing.

February 2008 – Rehearing of appeal, Sessions House, 
Surbiton – Judge recuses himself.

March 2008 – Rehearing of appeal, Sessions Hse Surbiton, 
IJ Manuell allows appeal, refugee status is granted.

Lengthy wait for official documents for Mr Maravanyika 
(local MP eventually helps in getting documents issued)

Stella Maravanyika left Zimbabwe in October 2002. She was a supervisor for 
elections representing the Catholic Commission of Justice and Peace, which 
was a member of Zimbabwe Electoral Support Network (ZESN), and suffered 

severe intimidation as a result. She is a life-long civil society activist with 
a particular concern for women and children. Stella was recognised as a 

refugee in 2008. She continues to work in the human rights field. 

“Immediately when we came I just thought life has changed, it has  
changed in so many ways, but in a way I was not so much despairing 

because i thought we were just coming for a short while, when things go 
back normally in Zimbabwe we’ll go back, so we decided to come for six 
months only, and we stayed here so when the six months were almost 
coming up we had to extend our visa so I went to the home office and 
applied for the extension of our visa and that was the last time we saw  

our passport for almost four, five years.”

“Volunteering at ZA gave me a lot of  courage 
that I’m not the only one but I always find out 
that in most groups, even in ZA, I was one of the 

oldest asylum seekers .... but still I didn’t  
feel old or isolated, I always enjoyed myself, 
mother of the group, or grandmother of the 

group.... we started our drop-in centres where 
we could meet and talk and eat our traditional 
sadza and go for different courses and so on.”

“When I was given my papers, I did something very 
embarrassing, I kissed the lawyer, and Freddy was  

sitting there ... I couldn’t help it, because the excitement 
that I am now, though it was citizenship for 5 years 

but, i felt that i am now known, that i am around, I am 
here, I just felt it’s like when you are an asylum seeker 

you are taking things which are not yours.”

“I want to say I’m British really because I love the 
country, I love the people, it doesn’t mean i’ve 

forgotten the people in zim, I still love people, my 
community, we do everything now ... we are growing 

our own vegetables and yeah, I enjoy that.”

“The things that really make me feel happy about staying here is that there is freedom  
of speech because I’ve got a running mouth, I always say what I think, what I want to say  

which is not very good when you are staying in a place like Zimbabwe.”

“I think the age now [is what makes me low] because I can’t do everything I want to do because I’m  
getting old because I came here when I was sixty almost 59 so it’s the age now because I can’t really  
jump up like I used to do before, and when I first come to a new community its people will say he is a  

foreigner and so on but eventually when people know you, you will become friends and then they 
come forward and always talk because I don’t regard myself as a stranger, I just communicate with 

people and get myself integrated. So my neighbours are very good.”
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